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CHAPTER 2

Create a Great-Looking Login with
Bootstrap and Devise
Now that you have created and configured Shine, downloaded Bootstrap using
Yarn, and have Webpack set to serve it all up, let’s start adding features to
Shine. In this chapter you’ll set up a simple authentication system using
Devise. Devise does all the hard work around authentication, but its default
user interface leaves much to be desired. Bootstrap makes short work of this,
and by the end of the chapter you’ll have a secure Rails application with userfriendly views in no time, all without writing any CSS.

Adding Authentication with Devise
An authentication system is a great first step into thinking about problems
as a full-stack developer—we want the user experience to be great, but we
also want the back end to be secure, all the way down to the data layer. We’ll
use the Devise1 gem to handle the middleware bits of authentication.
Creating an authentication system from scratch is rarely a good idea. It’s
difficult to get every part of it correct, because security controls can be subverted in unusual and counterintuitive ways. Devise is tried-and-true and
handles all of this for us. It’s also quite flexible and will totally suit our needs.
Here are the rules we want for our authentication system:

1.
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• Employees who need to use our app will sign up on their own.
• Employees must use their company email addresses when signing up.
• Employees’ passwords must be at least 10 characters long.
Our app isn’t going to require users to validate their email addresses, mostly
to keep things simple by avoiding email configuration. You should consider
it for a real app, and Devise makes it easy to use once you’ve fully configured
your mailers.2
First, add Devise to your Gemfile:
2_bootstrap-login/10-install-devise/shine/Gemfile
gem 'jbuilder', '~> 2.5'
➤ gem 'devise'

Next, install it using Bundler:
$ bundle install

Devise includes several generators3 you can use to simplify the setup and
initial configuration. The devise:install generator is the first one you’ll need to
bootstrap Devise in the app.
$ bundle exec rails generate devise:install
create config/initializers/devise.rb
create config/locales/devise.en.yml

This command outputs a fairly lengthy message about further actions to take
to set up Devise. I’ll address all of that advice in this section, so don’t worry
about it for now.
Next, we need to tell Devise what model and database table we’ll use for
authentication. Even though our company’s public website has a user
authentication mechanism for our customers, we want to use a separate
system for our internal users. This allows both systems to vary as needed for
different parts of the business. It also creates a much more explicit wall
between customers and users, and prevents customers from having access
to our internal systems.
Devise is part of that separate system, but we also need a separate database
table and model. Because we refer to our customers as “customers,” we’ll
refer to our internal users as “users.” Devise can create that table for us,
using a generator called devise. It will create a User Active Record model and
database table (called USERS) with the fields necessary for Devise to function.

2.
3.
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$ bundle exec rails generate devise user
invoke active_record
create
db/migrate/20160714144446_devise_create_users.rb
create
app/models/user.rb
insert
app/models/user.rb
route devise_for :users

Have a look at what it created by examining the migration:
2_bootstrap-login/10-install-devise/shine/db/migrate/20160714144446_devise_create_users.rb
class DeviseCreateUsers < ActiveRecord::Migration[5.0]
def change
create_table :users do |t|
## Database authenticatable
t.string :email,
null: false, default: ""
t.string :encrypted_password, null: false, default: ""
## Recoverable
t.string
:reset_password_token
t.datetime :reset_password_sent_at
## Rememberable
t.datetime :remember_created_at
## Trackable
t.integer :sign_in_count, default: 0, null: false
t.datetime :current_sign_in_at
t.datetime :last_sign_in_at
t.inet
:current_sign_in_ip
t.inet
:last_sign_in_ip
## Confirmable
# t.string
:confirmation_token
# t.datetime :confirmed_at
# t.datetime :confirmation_sent_at
# t.string
:unconfirmed_email # Only if using reconfirmable
## Lockable
# t.integer
#
#
# t.string
#
# t.datetime

:failed_attempts, default: 0,
null: false # Only if lock
# strategy is :failed_attempts
:unlock_token # Only if unlock
# strategy is :email or :both
:locked_at

t.timestamps null: false
end
add_index :users, :email,
unique: true
add_index :users, :reset_password_token, unique: true
# add_index :users, :confirmation_token,
unique: true
# add_index :users, :unlock_token,
unique: true
end
end
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Each section that’s commented indicates which Devise modules the fields are
relevant to. Don’t worry about what those are for now. We also won’t add any
fields of our own at this point. If we need some later, we can always add them
with a new migration.
There’s one last step before you can finally see Devise in action. We need to
indicate which controller actions require authentication. Without that, Devise
won’t do anything, since it will perceive all pages as being open to anonymous
users.
Devise provides a controller filter called authenticate_user!, and you can use that
in your ApplicationController, since we want all pages and actions to be restricted.
2_bootstrap-login/10-install-devise/shine/app/controllers/application_controller.rb
class ApplicationController < ActionController::Base
protect_from_forgery with: :exception
➤
before_action :authenticate_user!
end

As a way to be certain you’ve actually authenticated the user, let’s show the
email address on the dashboard. Devise provides a helper method called
current_user, which returns the User instance of the currently authenticated
user. Because it’s a helper, you can use it directly in your view.
2_bootstrap-login/10-install-devise/shine/app/views/dashboard/index.html.erb
<header>
<h1>
➤
Welcome to Shine, <%= current_user.email %>
</h1>
<h2>
We're using Rails <%= Rails.version %>
</h2>
</header>
<section>
<p>
Future home of Shine's Dashboard
</p>
</section>

Now, we’re ready to see it working. We’ll need to run migrations and then
start our server.
$ bundle exec rails db:migrate
== 20160714144446 DeviseCreateUsers: migrating ================================
-- create_table(:users)
-> 0.0321s
-- add_index(:users, :email, {:unique=>true})
-> 0.0184s
-- add_index(:users, :reset_password_token, {:unique=>true})
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-> 0.0070s
== 20160714144446 DeviseCreateUsers: migrated (0.0577s) =======================
$ bundle exec foreman start

Navigating to http://localhost:5000 no longer shows the dashboard page, but
instead asks us to log in or sign up, as shown in the following screen:

Because we don’t have a user account yet, let’s create one by clicking the
“Sign up” link. The Sign Up screen appears:

If you fill in the fields, your account will be created and you’ll be automatically
logged in. As shown in the following screen, you should be able to see your
email address on the dashboard page, just as we wanted.

You can also see that Devise has created an entry in the USERS table by going
into the database directly. Use the Rails dbconsole4 command to access the
database so that you can examine the USERS table:

4.

http://guides.rubyonrails.org/command_line.html#rails-dbconsole
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$ bundle exec rails dbconsole
postgres> \x on
Expanded display is on.
postgres> select * from users;
-[ RECORD 1 ]----------+-------------------------------------------------id
| 1
email
| user7722@example.com
encrypted_password
| $2a$11$JiBGEx3/TCx6SsQPmSp8/uWPdQHqy/LlBaZQ8wL4d2
reset_password_token
|
reset_password_sent_at |
remember_created_at
|
sign_in_count
| 1
current_sign_in_at
| 2016-07-14 14:56:52.245834
last_sign_in_at
| 2016-07-14 14:56:52.245834
current_sign_in_ip
| ::1
last_sign_in_ip
| ::1
created_at
| 2016-07-14 14:56:52.242083
updated_at
| 2016-07-14 14:56:52.246722

Note that you can exit dbconsole by typing \q and hitting Return.
This is an amazing amount of functionality just for installing a gem and adding
a few lines of code to our application. And, because Devise is tried and tested,
we know our authentication system is solid and dependable. But it’s ugly.
You could open up app/assets/stylesheets/application.css and start trying to make it
look better, but you don’t have to. Bootstrap provides a ton of styles you can
apply to your markup to make your login look great, and you won’t have to
write any CSS.
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